
Name _______________ 
 

Oil Change Lab 
2013 NATEF – LBCC Task # 2, 3, 4, 48, 55, 94, 116 

 

Take the Oil Change Quiz at http://elearning.linnbenton.edu/mod/quiz/view.php?id=228644 
 

 
Use these ShopKey Pro Icons to find specifications for the vehicle you are servicing … 
 

1) Engine Coolant type and quantity 
 
 
2) Engine Oil type and quantity 
 
 
3) Brake Fluid type 
 
 
4) Power Steering Fluid 
 
 
5) Transmission Fluid 
 
 
6) Differential Fluid 
 
 
Most modern vehicles filter the air for the heating and Air Conditioning system.  A generic name for this filter 
is Cabin Air Filter.  If your vehicle has a Cabin Air Filter it must be checked and replaced on a regular basis.  
With ShopKey Pro, use 1 SEARCH to find if your vehicle has a Cabin Air Filter  
 

7)  Show the location of the Cabin Air Filter  
          (If your vehicle does not have one, look up location on a newer vehicle) 
 
 
Modern vehicle use a maintenance reminder on the instrument panel to remind owners to get their car in for 
service.  It is critical that you check for, and reset any maintenance indicator so that it either goes away, or does 
not come on until the next required oil change. 
 

8)  Show the reset procedure for the Maintenance Minder indicator 
         (If your vehicle does not have one, look it up on a newer vehicle) 
 

Instructor Signature __________ 

(Each student must complete this lab sheet to earn credit) 



1)  Locate and check Power Steering fluid (Demonstrate for signature) 
 
Checking brake fluid can damage the brakes if dirt gets into the master cylinder 
Spilling even just a drop of brake fluid on any painted surface will slowly dissolve the paint. 
2) How can you keep dirt out of the Master Cylinder? 
 

It is common for the brake fluid level to be lower than full. 
3) Why is lower than full brake fluid normal.   

 
4)  Demonstrate Brake Fluid check 
 
Always check coolant level and condition during an oil change.   
To make sure the coolant level is correct you must remove the cooling system pressure cap. 

Removing a HOT cooling system pressure cap is dangerous! 
5)  How will you make sure the cooling system is safe to open? 

 

Coolant is checked for freeze-point, pH, and clarity. Freeze point of -35° shows a 50/50 mix of Antifreeze and 
water.  pH range for coolants is from 7.5 to 11.  Cloudy coolant should be flushed – not just changed 
6) Demonstrate Coolant checks (Hydrometer, Refractometer, test strip for pH) 

7)  Demonstrate how to check for the proper level of transmission fluid. 

8)  Demonstrate inspection of drive belts and coolant hoses 

Instructor Signature __________ 

Raise the vehicle, drain engine oil, remove oil filter.  BEFORE installing new filter, discuss… 
…oil filter gaskets,  ….pre-filling oil filter, …cleaning of any oil spills on engine-undercarriage 
… proper disposal of oil filter 

Demonstrate how to check for the proper level of differential oil. 

Instructor Signature __________ 

Complete the oil change.   
1) Why should you check oil level BEFORE starting the engine? 

2)  Why should you check oil level AFTER running the engine? 

 
Turn in this signed Lab Sheet with a complete and accurate Work Order  
                     Your Moodle Quiz score is part of this lab 


